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This Month’s Meeting Wednesday

18th August

This will be the last full month of

Wednesday evening fly-ins as the

evenings are drawing in and the weather

is likely to be less friendly. Make the most

of any opportunity to fly or you might

regret it later.

Quote of the Month

“The quality of the box matters little.

Success depends upon the man who

sits in it.” — Baron Manfred von

Richthofen,

Air to Air Communication - Use of

123.45Mhz

The CAA published an AIC in June which

permits air to air communication. For

full information refer to AIC Y 044/2010

or go to the CAA website at

< h t t p : / / w w w . n a t s - u k . e a d -

it.com/aip/current/aic/EG_Circ_201

0_Y_044_en.pdf>. This is not a general

chat frequency and will be monitored by

the CAA from time to time. The two points

below are quoted from the AIC and

particular note should be made of the

phraseology recommended in the AIC.

“Pilots shall only use frequency

123.45 MHz for the exchange of

operational information and to

facilitate the resolution of operational

problems.

Pilots shall establish air-to-air

communications on frequency 123.45

MHz by either a directed call to a

specific aircraft or a general call,

using the RTF phraseology shown.”

Fly-in Reports

21st July

Cancelled due to weather.

28th July

Bredon Hill Gallops hosted by Andrew

John, report by Dick Osler

It was a windy cloudy evening and I

think that dictated the number of

aviators who made it to Bredon Gallops

for the Wednesday evening fly-in. Down

at zero feet AMSL, it was very gusty with

12-20 kts being indicated from the west

or northwest direction. Up at the Gallops

however, the wind was slight, and those

who attended were pleasantly surprised.

Commiserations to Mon who had been

slaving away to produce the usual

banquet. Only 6 aircraft turned up, and

of those, four were microlights, and the

other two were GA. I imagine that John

will be eating pork-pies, sausage rolls



Eddie Clapham departing for home

Clive Porter’s Cessna 172

Robbie and Alan

Back later - gone to  barbeque!

Ready for departure!
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and sandwiches for breakfast for the next

few weeks!

Attendees were: Andrew John, to whom

is owed a great deal of thanks for

providing the venue, John and Mon, Jim

Taylor and Budge, Rob Keene and

passenger, Phil Matthews and passenger,

Eddie Clapham (in his Turbulent) and

Clive Porter with yours truly.

I was taking the covers off the Eurostar

and debating whether to go or not due to

the conditions, when Clive Porter said

that he was taking his Cessna Reims 172

up the hill and would I like a lift? I had to

say yes to that!

Not one of our best fly-ins of the season,

but those who made it had a really

pleasant time.

4th August

Gloucestershire Airport hosted by

Darren Lewington. Report by Dick Osler

Another successful fly-in was held on 5

August 2010, with the venue being

Gloucester Airport (OK, Staverton for us

old-timers)! It was a bit touch and go with

the weather and, with a brisk crosswind

and rain clouds gathering at Defford, I

decided to drive-in. Tea and biscuits were

provided in the terminal building, so thank

you!

We had 9 aircraft in attendance plus club

members who drove in. We were

scheduled to have a talk on the history of

Gloucester Airport by Darren Lewington.

He was significantly delayed by airport

matters, so in the interim we had a brief

look around the hangars, courtesy of

Mike Edwards and Phil Matthews (thanks

to both).



Expert Spot Landing?
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Once Darren got started on his talk,

which was interesting and informative,

he had to go at quite a pace because the

legal light was rapidly fading. So we got

the normal one hour presentation in  30

minutes!

During our visit the charity bucket was

passed around with Help for Heroes being

the recipient of our donations The sum

raised from club members was a

magnificent £95. We also donated £50

from our Club funds so £145 was raised

altogether.  Gloucester Airport has

adopted Help for Heroes as their charity

in memory of club member Martin

Bromage who tragically was killed in his

attempt to fly to Australia while raising

money for Help for Heroes. The money

raised was gratefully accepted by Darren

who was thrilled to bits by the

contributions.

11th August Cotswold Airport,

Kemble, reported and hosted by Alan and

Lindsay Coulon

On a surprisingly fine evening about

fifteen aircraft arrived over the field

in time to admire an aerobatic pair

performing loops and well before the hot

air balloon took off!

All having landed safely, we enjoyed good

company including members of Kemble

Flying Club. Special thanks to Nick

Howard, in charge of operations at

Kemble, and to David Young for use of

the Club’s premises. Also to the person in

the control tower who kindly stayed on

past his allotted time.

Eastbach and Over were well represented.

Others came from Shobdon - nice to see

Steve the instructor from there - the

Chase and Defford. Apologies to those not

mentioned but my attention to the

barbeque prevented noting individual

aircraft. Sorry that marshalling was

forgotten but thanks to Andy Virgoe for

stepping in and for his help with the

catering.

Monmouth Kite Festival Fly-in 1st

August by Dick Osler

The SVMC had an invitation from the

Monmouth Rotary Club to attend the

Monmouth Kite Festival that took place

on 1 August 2010. This was held to

commemorate the 100th anniversary of

the death of Charles Rolls, a pioneer of

powered flight. The event incorporated an

afternoon of kite flying, sky-divers,

aircraft from our club and hot air balloon

glow at dusk followed by a firework

display. I visited the proposed site on a

couple of occasions prior to the event and

checked the suitability of the landing field

(so did Bill Keele-Stocker and Mike

Edwards - thanks to both).  Also thanks

to Graham Linley for his interest and help.

The field was long enough, though a bit

curved, and the surface was quite rough,
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so an interesting landing and take-off

would be experienced!

The weather was pretty much ideal.

Though overcast with a cloudbase of

2500+ ft and occasional drizzle, the

visibility was fantastic and there was very

little wind. Our club was scheduled to

land from 1815 after the skydivers had

finished. As it turned out, we were given

the go ahead to land at 1800. The

Monmouth Showground is situated to the

southeast of the town at the base of a

steeply wooded valley, with the river

running alongside our landing area. We

had about 500 yards of usable surface

but the approach was blind, because of

wooded hills on both sides. On finals, we

needed to jink around a wooded hill on

our left and descend over the river to the

field. A daunting prospect!

So, into the valley we thundered (heard

that somewhere before!) It was an

amazing experience, with steeply

wooded slopes on both sides and a

gradual descent from Redbrook following

the river. I expected some turbulence

within the valley but there was absolutely

none. My first approach was not

satisfactory because I lost sight of the

landing area due to expecting it to be

closer than it actually was, so I had to go

around and repeat the descent into the

valley. Got it right the second time and

the touchdown was OK but should have

kept the nose up longer due to the rough

surface (have to see the dentist to check

my chipped fillings!)

Once parked up, we were swamped with

lots of very interested people and

families with masses of questions. It was

a nice experience and I had made a

poster that I hung on the propeller giving

details of the Eurostar, our club, how to

join and where to get microlight flying

lessons.

After an hour and a half, it was time to

leave. It was a bit scary starting up with

lots of people in the vicinity but the

marshals did a good job of keeping

people from ending up as bite-sized

chunks! The take-off run involved

banking to the right almost on lift off, to

give a wide berth to some fairly tall trees

at the end of the field. Half an hour later,

I was back on the ground at Defford

reflecting on a worthwhile experience.

Fourteen aircraft attended from our Club

- Over Farm, Chase Farm and Eastbach

were well represented, as well as David

Howell’s Shadow, Andrew Virgo’s

Quantum and Bill Keele-Stocker’s X Air.

Many thanks to everyone who flew-in. I

hope you all enjoyed it as much as I did.

The Monmouth Rotary Club has officially

given us their thanks for our participation.

Mike Edwards put some photos on the

Web and commented:-

“Many thanks to Dick/John for organising

(and if anyone else was involved, thanks

also).  I thoroughly enjoyed it, apart from

the first ten minutes of pandemonium

when the crowd broke the barriers and

surged around the aircraft.  I was

amazed at how magnetic aircraft are for

humans…. Luckily I think I escaped

damage to G-SHMI apart from some

candyfloss lumps on one aileron……....but

the approach down the valley more than

made up for any worries – what a

spectacular flight that was!  Just wish I’d

been filming it!”

(Editor’s Note:- This fly-in was

obviously very popular not only because

14 Club aircraft attended but also

because I received no less than thirty

one photos of the event from members!!)
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Dates for your Diary

3rd – 5th September – LAA Rally,

Sywell Aerodrome, Northants. Book

your slot on www.sywellaerodrome.co.uk

Contact LAA www.laa.uk.com

18th - 19th September -

Broadmeadow Fly-in. Contact Spence

on 07887564170

18th - 19th September - Battle of

Britain Airshow 2010, Cotswold

Airport, Kemble. See poster on last page

of this newsletter

26th September - All comers Fly-in,

Halfpenny Green Airport,

Wolverhampton. Contact Alastair

Mackinnon 01384 220013 or 01384

221378, see

www.wolverhamptonairport.co.uk

Monmouth Gallery
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